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A mathematical model of ride sharing was proposed and tested by using data collected in the Chicago area in 1975. The purpose of the model development was to determine how perceived advantages and disadvantages of ride sharing determine behavioral predispositions toward it. The main conclusions are that (a) demographic and travel characteristics are poor indicators and predictors of the choice between driving alone and ride sharing; (b) the study of attitudes toward ride sharing and driving alone provides answers that are relevant to the question of how to develop ride-sharing strategies; (c) with the exception of individuals having a relatively high socioeconomic status, appeals based on public-interest issues of energy, traffic, and air quality have little chance of changing attitudes toward ride sharing; (d) perceptions of drivers toward time loss and the characteristics of convenience and reliability of ride sharing would need to change before their travel behavior would change and perceptions of economic advantages have a minor role in the determination of behavioral predisposition toward ride sharing; and (e) to override negative perceptions about ride sharing, campaigns should address its positive aspects related to the use of travel time and its convenience and reliability.

The literature on ride sharing, which has developed mainly as a consequence of the energy shortage of 1973-1974, is concerned with the travel characteristics of car poolers (10), with ride-sharing matching (3, 6, 15, 20), with the study of incentives for inducing people to share a ride (2, 16, 23), and with clinical-social aspects (1, 4).

Studies on ride-sharing matching and incentives are based on the presumption that solo drivers can be induced to car pool by offering them direct incentives (for example, parking and traffic priorities) or that driving alone might be discouraged by, for example, increasing the cost of gasoline. Effective promotion of ride sharing requires a direct knowledge of how it is viewed both by commuters who drive alone and by those who share a ride to work.

Attitudes toward ride sharing have been studied by Alan M. Voorhees and Associates (22), by Carnegie-Mellon University (5), and by Dueker and Levin (8). The Voorhees and Associates and Carnegie-Mellon studies showed that there are significant differences in attitudes toward ride sharing between solo drivers and car poolers. However, the structure of attitudes was not studied in depth, nor was there any attempt to identify homogeneous subgroups that might differ in their attitudes. Dueker and Levin examined the way in which the desirability of ride sharing varies as a function of the sex of a rider and whether or not the rider is a prior acquaintance.

Horowitz (11) has developed a theoretical framework for the measurement of attitudes toward ride sharing and driving alone and presented mathematical models relating modal choice to the perceived advantages and disadvantages of ride sharing and to other attitudinal and socioeconomic characteristics. This paper reports the results of testing this framework by a marketing research survey.

The survey was conducted in 1975 among residents of the Chicago metropolitan area who were contacted through their employers. The main reason for choosing Chicago as the site of the data collection was that it has a wide variety of businesses, both in terms of their type and size and in terms of their locations (city and suburban) and a variety of public transit services.

The personnel departments of 43 firms, chosen randomly from a large list of companies that employ at least 100 people, were contacted. Cooperation was good, and 34 of the 43 (80 percent) agreed to participate in the survey. About 60 percent of these firms are manufacturing companies, and the others are distributors, insurance companies, and other types of organizations. The personnel departments were asked to contact approximately equal numbers of car poolers, solo drivers, and public-transit users, and request them to answer a self-administered mail-back questionnaire that was hand-delivered. Two thousand questionnaires were distributed, and 1020 were returned. After eliminating those questionnaires having a large amount of missing data, 822 questionnaires from 323 car poolers, 382 solo drivers, and 117 public transit users remained for analysis.

Because, in this sample, almost all car poolers owned at least one automobile while 75 percent of transit users did not, it was assumed that automobile ownership is a necessary condition for sharing a ride to work. For this reason, only data relating to car poolers and solo drivers were analyzed.

The method of contacting commuters through their employers, a method that is seldom used in transportation research, has certain advantages over traditional methods of data collection. The rate of return is relatively high (about 50 percent) as compared to mall surveys, and the cost for data collection is smaller than that required for home interviews.

Throughout this paper, the two basic modes of travel to work will be called drive alone and ride sharing and the two types of commuters solo drivers and car poolers respectively. The concept of ride sharing is restricted in the present study to the use of privately owned automobiles.

Three types of information were collected through the questionnaires: The first two are socioeconomic and travel characteristics, and the third is attitudinal data with respect to both ride sharing and driving alone.

A few words are desirable to describe the theoretical approach that guided the formulation of the attitudinal questions. There is a consensus among attitude researchers (9, 19, 21) that attitudes consist of one or more of three elements: (a) cognitive evaluations or beliefs, (b) affect (like-dislike emotive tendency), and (c) behavioral intention.

1. Cognitive Evaluations: It is hypothesized that an individual has a set of evaluative beliefs about the ride-sharing and drive-alone modes of travel to work with respect to such factors as cost, time saving, and convenience. Ten such attributes (expensive, comfortable,
pleasant, reliable, saves time, convenient, safe from crime, energy consuming, traffic problems, and pollution were elicited through informal interviews conducted individually with a few car poolers and solo drivers. Cognitive evaluations of these attributes were measured on a seven-point scale from very low to very high.

2. Affect: This represents the positive or negative emotional predisposition toward an object and is presumed to be unidimensional, although it is possible that there is a complex cognitive structure underlying it. A measure of the affect toward ride sharing was obtained from the replies to the question "All things considered, which statement best describes how you like the idea of you being a member of a car pool?" The possible replies were like (extremely, moderately, or slightly), neither like nor dislike, and dislike (slightly, moderately, or extremely).

3. Intention: Ride-sharing Intention refers to the stated plan of an individual to car pool and was measured by the replies to the question "How likely are you to join a car pool within the next two or three months?" The possible replies were definitely will, very likely, somewhat likely, cannot say, somewhat unlikely, very unlikely, and definitely will not. Intention is also hypothesized to be related to the cognitive profile of evaluations. It is a qualified expression of behavior: Given a span of time when behavior is likely to be manifested, the individual estimates at the beginning of the period of time whether or not he or she would behave in a certain manner. Because the shorter the period of time between intention and behavior, the more valid is the intention (21), the time span was limited to the next two or three months. (A theoretical structure of the relation between the cognitive evaluations, affect, and intention will be given later in this paper.)

RESULTS
Demographic and Travel Characteristics

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) test using Wilks lambda criteria (17) performed on 13 demographic variables showed that solo drivers differ significantly from car poolers \( F = 5.8, \) degrees of freedom (df) \( = 13;691, p < 0.001, \) multivariate-explained variance \( = 9.8 \) percent. [Detailed univariate descriptions have been given later in this paper.]

The socioeconomic variable that discriminates most strongly between the two groups is the size of the automobile owned: Car poolers own larger automobiles than do solo drivers. Other discriminant variables, although weaker, indicate that car poolers have worked longer at their present places of employment, are married rather than single, and have lived longer at their present residence. They are somewhat older and have larger families. The following variables do not discriminate between the two groups: (a) number of persons in household with driver's license, (b) number of automobiles owned, (c) age of the automobile that is used for the work trip, (d) sex, (e) income, (f) professional status, and (g) education.

Thus, when compared with those who drive alone in their private automobile, the typical car pooler in the Chicago area has a larger family and a larger car, has lived a longer time at his or her present residence, and has been working longer at the same place of employment. In short, the car pooler may be somewhat later in his or her life cycle than is the solo driver.

A MANOVA test using Wilks lambda criteria performed on seven travel characteristics, as reported by respondents in the survey, also showed that solo drivers differ significantly from car poolers \( F = 22.2, \) df \( = 7;697, p < 0.001, \) multivariate-explained variance \( = 13.5 \) percent. The trip-to-work characteristics that discriminate between the two groups are (a) total travel cost for driving alone, (b) gasoline cost for driving alone, (c) travel time, (d) travel time of car poolers if they drove alone, and (e) distance to work. While the car pooler driving alone to work would require an average of 32.3 min, the solo driver needs only 26.5 min. The corresponding average distances from home to work are 26.1 and 17.9 km (16.3 and 11.2 miles). A car pooler spends an average of 34.3 min traveling to work. The characteristics that do not discriminate between the two groups are (a) distance to the nearest public-transportation station [5.9 km (3.7 miles)] and (b) walking time from parking area to work (approximately 3 min).

A few comments are in order: First, a discriminant analysis performed on both the demographic and travel characteristics showed that only 61.7 percent of the 705 commuters were correctly classified by the discriminant function. Since pure chance should give a correctly classified proportion of 50 percent, it follows that the demographic and travel characteristics add in only 11.7 percent of the cases, which is a small and negligible proportion. In summary, the multivariate-explained variance and (not independently) the results of the discriminant analyses indicate that demographic and travel characteristics are poor indicators of whether a commuter to work drives alone or shares a ride.

Second, solo drivers and car-pooling groups are better distinguished from each other by travel characteristics than by socioeconomic characteristics. That the socioeconomic variable that best distinguishes between the two groups is automobile size is consistent with the decline in the role of socioeconomic variables in the explanation and prediction of consumer choice among the relatively affluent, middle-class population (14, 24).

Finally, the results are partially inconsistent with the Voorhees and Associates study (22) of commuters on the Hollywood Freeway in the Los Angeles area. The only statistically significant discriminant variables the present study and the Voorhees study have in common are distance to work and travel time. The Voorhees study, in contrast to the present one, found that car poolers tend to be somewhat younger than are solo drivers. This discrepancy between the two studies may be attributed to the small number of car poolers (108) in the Voorhees study and to the different locations of the two studies. (It will be shown later, however, that attitudinal differences between car poolers and solo drivers are similar in the two studies and are perhaps more universal than are demographic and travel characteristics.)

Ride-Sharing Cognitive Profile

Of the 10 attributes of the cognitive-evaluation profiles, only the safe-from-crime one was found not to differentiate the two groups or to correlate with any of the other attributes. Figure 1 shows the means of the ride-sharing cognitive profile of the 9 remaining attributes for solo drivers and car poolers. Each attribute was rated on a semantic scale from one to seven where one meant very low, seven very high, and four was the neutral ground. A multivariate test performed on the whole vector of 9 attributes showed that the two groups of respondents differ significantly \( F = 30.6, \) df \( = 9;695, p < 0.001, \) multivariate-explained variance \( = 28.4 \) percent.

The univariate tests lead to the following observations: First, solo drivers differ significantly from car poolers in their evaluation of ride sharing with respect to convenience, reliability, pleasure, comfort, and time (for each of these attributes, \( p < 0.001, \) but do not differ in
their evaluation of ride sharing with respect to cost, energy, traffic problems, and air pollution.

Regardless of whether the differences between the two ride-sharing attitudinal profiles reflect the cause of commuting behavior or the result of it (dissonance phenomena), the results show the importance of the soft variables, such as convenience and reliability, and the perception of value of time in the perception of driving alone and car pooling.

Second, on the average, solo drivers tend to evaluate car pooling on all nine attributes at or just below the middle ground. This implies that solo drivers have a neutral position of ride sharing and a slight tendency to perceive it as inconvenient or not reliable. If solo drivers had a clearly negative attribute profile toward ride sharing, it might not be easy to change their position but, from a generally neutral position, a change in attitude might be achieved by advertisement and promotional means. [For a discussion of the relation between neutral attitudes and attitudinal change, see Howard and Sheth (13).]

Third, on the average, car poolers evaluate ride sharing as being clearly convenient, reliable, pleasant, comfortable, and economical. To a lesser extent, they perceive ride sharing as time-saving and low in creating traffic problems and pollution. In this context, the ride-sharing cognitions of car poolers and solo drivers measured by Voorhees and Associates (22, Figure 12), were compatible with those obtained here despite the differences between the scales used in the two studies. The largest differences between car poolers and solo drivers were found by Voorhees in two semantic scales related to dependence on others.

An additional measure of attitudinal differences between the two groups of respondents based on the car pooling attributes has been obtained through a discriminant analysis. The discriminant function correctly classified 73.6 percent of the respondents; i.e., 23.6 percent in addition to the 50 percent that would be expected to be classified correctly by random assignments to groups, or about twice the discrimination beyond random that was achieved by the socioeconomic and travel characteristics.

**Drive-Alone Cognitive Profile**

The same nine attributes were also rated in the context of the drive-alone mode. The raw means are shown in Figure 2. A multivariate test performed on the vector of nine attributes showed that the two groups differ significantly, but to a lesser degree than in the case of the ride-sharing evaluation ($T = 10.4, df = 9; 695$, $p < 0.001,$ multivariate-explained variance = 11.8 percent).

An inspection of the individual means and the univariate tests leads to two principal observations. First, both groups of commuters perceive the drive-alone-to-work mode as being high on the qualitative attributes of convenience, reliability, comfort, and time saving. Second, solo drivers are more positive toward their own mode of transportation than car poolers are toward driving alone. This difference is statistically significant for all attributes ($p < 0.001$), with the exception of the public-cost attributes of energy, traffic, and air pollution.

These results suggest that, regardless of whether attitudes determine behavior or vice versa, cost is related to the choice between driving alone and ride sharing, but considerations of energy use, traffic, and pollution are not. (Attention will be given later to the question of how cost considerations differ from considerations of time, convenience, and such, in the determination of the choice between the modes.)

**Affect Toward Ride Sharing and Intention to Share a Ride**

Figure 3 shows the distribution of affect toward ride sharing for the solo drivers and the car poolers.

There is no need for statistical tests to show that the two groups are significantly differentiated by the affect measure. Solo drivers are divided along the continuum like extremely to dislike extremely, with about 20 percent being neutral, but almost all car poolers are positive toward ride sharing.

Figure 4 shows the car-pooling-intention distribution for solo drivers. About 70 percent of the 376 solo drivers who answered the question stated a positive intention.

Intention is a noncommitment behavior and may be grossly exaggerated, and so it can be assumed that less than 9 percent of the solo drivers surveyed indicate a car pool regularly. However, the relation between the affect and intention measures and those of the cognitive perceptions could contribute to understanding the process through which modal choice is determined.

**Differences Between Ride-Sharing and Drive-Alone Cognitive Profiles**

The attribute evaluations were measured with respect to ride sharing and separately for the drive-alone mode. To obtain a more comprehensive grasp of the ride-sharing cognition and to relate it to both the affective and the intentional components when the drive-alone mode serves as a baseline, the difference between the drive-alone and ride-sharing evaluations was used as a measure of evaluation on each attribute. This difference was computed by subtracting the individual means shown in Figure 1 from those in Figure 2 and will be denoted by $d_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, 9$, where $d_i = x_{i, \text{drive-alone}} - x_{i, \text{sharing}}$ and $x_{i, \text{mode}}$ is the evaluation of the attribute $i$ on the corresponding mode. The null hypothesis that the $d_i$ values are not different from zero has been rejected for both solo drivers and car poolers for all attributes ($p < 0.001$) with the exception of pleasant in the car-poolers group.

The $d_i$ values were, on the average, positive. That is, driving alone is perceived by a commuter, regardless of his or her actual mode of travel, as being more convenient, reliable, pleasant, comfortable and saves time respectively than ride sharing. This result warrants classification of the attributes into two groups: negative ride-sharing cognitions ($d_i, i = 1, \ldots, 5$ for convenient, reliable, pleasant, comfortable and saves time respectively) and positive ride-sharing cognitions ($d_i, i = 6, \ldots, 9$ for expensive, energy consuming, traffic problems, and pollution respectively). The profiles that determine the $d_i$ values, which are extracted from Figures 1 and 2, are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for solo drivers and car poolers respectively.

Another reason for the organization of the attributes into two groups arises from the results of factor analyses performed on the $d_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, 9$, measures for each group of commuters. These analyses showed that two factors emerged and that they match the negative and positive cognitions. The factor that included the negative cognitions was labeled time-convenience and denoted $T$, and the factor that included the positive cognitions was labeled private and public cost and denoted $C$. These factors are summarized below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T$ (time-convenience)</td>
<td>Convenient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pleasant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comfortable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saves time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The output from the factor analyses are two factor scores for each individual, one for each factor. A factor score is a weighted average of the $a_i$-measures of the corresponding factor.

MODELS RELATING COGNITION FACTORS TO AFFECT AND INTENTION

Research in both social psychology and consumer psychology has indicated that there is a linear additive relation between evaluations (cognition) and affect and intention ($A_{ij}$). This implies that positive and negative evaluations compensate for one another. Recently, however, several workers have expressed concern that a linear additive presumption may be a serious limitation to understanding attitudinal structure ($A_{ij}$).

Horowitz (11) has suggested an attitudinal ride-sharing model that allows for a noncompensatory relation: "Is it possible that evaluations interact among themselves so that a negative evaluation can reduce the intention to car pool regardless of the magnitude of the positive evaluation?"

To describe the model, assume that each individual is rated as either high or low on each of the two factors, according to whether his or her respective factor scores are higher or lower than the average score. The continuum could be divided into more than two parts, but this is sufficient for model testing. Then, each group (car poolers and solo drivers) will be segmented into four subgroups according to the combination of the two factors, as shown in Figure 7.

Consideration of the meaning of the two factors in relation to ride sharing and solo driving leads to the following interpretation of the cells. Cell $[1, 2]$ includes those individuals who are more positive than the average toward ride sharing along both factors, cell $[2, 1]$ includes those individuals who are negative toward ride sharing on both factors, and the other two cells include the obvious combinations of positive and negative factors scores.

By following the notation introduced above and taking the position that affect is determined by the factors $T$ and $C$, a linear-interactive model for affect is

$$A_{ik} = \mu + \tau_i + \gamma_j + \epsilon_{ik}$$

where

$$A_{ik} = \text{individual k's affect toward ridesharing, where his or her T-factor score is } i \text{ (low, high) and his or her C-factor score is } j \text{ (low, high),}$$

$$\mu$$

is the overall mean effect, $$\tau_i$$ is the unique effect of factor $T$, $$\gamma_j$$ is the unique effect of factor $C$, and $$\epsilon_{ik}$$ is the error effect.
$\mu$ = mean affect over all four cells,
$T_{ij}$ = contribution of factor T to affect at level i,
$C_{ij}$ = contribution of factor C to affect at level j,
$\gamma_{ij}$ = interaction between T and C levels, and
$\epsilon_{ijk}$ = individual k’s error in cell $[i, j]$.

An ordinary $2 \times 2$ analysis of variance (ANOVA) can be used to test the model. The use of the ANOVA depends on the statistical assumption that the $\epsilon_{ijk}$ are independent random variables normally distributed with constant variance. In the present application of ANOVA, these statistical assumptions are not a problem because the number of observations is relatively large. Use of the ANOVA requires independence between observations. Hence, it is necessary that different individuals belong in different cells. This assumption is clearly satisfied in the present design. The ANOVA allows simple, powerful tests for each of the $T_{ij}$, $C_{ij}$, and $\gamma_{ij}$ terms separately.

A similar model can be written for intention, i.e.,

$$I_{ijk} = \mu + T_{ij} + C_{ij} + \gamma_{ij} + \epsilon_{ijk}$$

(2)

where $I_{ijk}$ denotes individual k’s intention to share a ride and the other terms are analogous to those in the affect model but refer to intention.

Test of Affect Model

Each respondent of the survey was assigned to one of the four cells according to his or her T and C-factor scores. Figure 8 shows the affect means for each cell for solo drivers and car poolers separately and has two main results. First, the time-convenience factor, i.e., whether a respondent is categorized as low or high on T, is related to his or her affect to a larger extent than is the C-factor. This is seen by a comparison of the slopes of the lines and the distances between the lines for the car poolers and solo drivers. Second, that the lines are non-parallel suggests an interaction between the factors, especially for solo drivers.

Table 1 summarizes the test of the ANOVA model. The contributions of T and C are significant for both groups, but the F-ratios for T are markedly higher than those for C. The interaction term (T x C) is significant.
for the solo drivers, but not for the car poolers. The interpretation of the significant interaction is that those solo drivers who are high on T (a relatively large perceived difference in the time-convenience attributes between the two modes) have average affect toward ride sharing (dislike slightly), regardless of their perception of the private and public costs of the two modes. An interaction suggests a noncompensatory model. The parameters of the model for solo drivers are obtained directly from the cell means and are $\mu = 3.8$, $T_1 = 0.8$, $T_2 = -0.8$, $C_1 = -0.2$, $C_2 = 0.2$, $\gamma_{11} = \gamma_{22} = -0.2$, and $\gamma_{12} = \gamma_{21} = 0.2$. For carpoolers, the parameters are $\mu = 6.0$, $T_1 = 0.5$, $T_2 = -0.5$, $C_1 = -0.2$, $C_2 = 0.2$, $\gamma_{11} = \gamma_{22} = 0.1$, and $\gamma_{12} = \gamma_{21} = 0.1$.

The ratios between the absolute values of T and C are 4.0 and 2.5 for solo drivers and car poolers respectively. Since these ratios are larger than 1.0, it follows that the perceptions of ride-sharing disadvantages are more important, especially for solo drivers, than are the advantages in the determination of their attitude (affect) toward ride sharing to work.

**Test of Intention Model**

Despite the very skewed distribution of the intention-to-car-pool variable toward very unlikely, as shown in Figure 4, an additive compensatory model (Figure 9 and Table 1) was developed. The two lines are parallel, which suggests that there is no interaction. The factors T and C, however, significantly determine the intention, with factor T having a larger influence than C. The values of the parameters of the model are $\mu = 2.3$, $T_1 = 0.3$, $T_2 = -0.3$, $C_1 = -0.2$, $C_2 = 0.2$, and $\gamma_{11} = \gamma_{12} = \gamma_{21} = \gamma_{22} = 0$.

### Market-Segmentation Technique

An aspect of enormous interest in the promotion of ride sharing is the identification of homogeneous market segments among solo drivers for whom different promotional methods will be desirable. Specifically, which socioeconomic variables are characteristic of solo drivers whose cognitive perceptions of ride sharing are maximum along its advantages (factor C) and minimum with respect to its disadvantages (factor T), i.e., those who are assigned to cell [1, 2] of the cognitive factorial design? Recall that among the four cells of the design, cell [1, 2] includes those respondents with the highest positive attitudes toward ride sharing with respect to affect and intention.

To answer this question, the univariate version of the MANOVA program was used with the same 2 x 2 factorial design as above, with the socioeconomic variables (including the distance to work) serving as the dependent variables (one variable was used for each analysis). All socioeconomic variables and the distance variable were tested.

The results showed that there are significant socioeconomic differences among the four cells. First, solo drivers who are more positive toward ride sharing than the average with respect to factor T (cells [1, 1] and [1, 2]) are from larger households, have worked a shorter time at their last place of employment, and have lived at their present residence a shorter time than...
the other solo drivers. Second, those solo drivers who are more positive toward ride sharing with respect to factor C (cells [1,2] and [2,2]) typically live farther from their work, are males from households with more driver's licenses, and have higher educations, incomes, and occupation levels than the other solo drivers.

The picture of the ride-sharing target market, i.e., cell [1,2], that emerges is one that includes employed individuals who have high socioeconomic status, as measured by education, income, and occupation; are from relatively large households; and have worked and lived at their last places of employment and residence respectively for a shorter time than the other solo drivers. These types of individuals are sensitive to the private and public costs of solo driving. A ride-sharing promotional campaign could address this segment of the population with issues related to both factors T and C, but the optimal strategy toward other types of commuters, the large majority of solo drivers, should be concentrated on issues related to the time-convenience factor.

CONCLUSIONS

1. For individuals who travel to work by private automobile, demographic and travel characteristics are poor indicators and predictors of the choice between driving alone and ride sharing.

2. The study of attitudes toward ride sharing and driving alone can provide results that relate to the question of how to develop ride-sharing strategies.

3. Solo drivers generally have a neutral attitude toward ride sharing, and a change in attitude might be achieved by proper promotional techniques.

4. With the exception of individuals having a relatively high socioeconomic status, appeals based on public-interest issues of energy, traffic, and air quality have little chance of changing attitudes toward ride sharing.

5. The perception of drivers toward time loss and the characteristics of convenience and reliability about ride sharing would change. Perceptions of economic advantages have only minor roles in the determination of behavioral predispositions toward ride sharing.

6. To override negative perceptions toward time loss, convenience, and reliability about ride sharing, campaigns should emphasize positive aspects related to those characteristics that are unknown to the general public: the time spent for travel to work in a car pool as a passenger can be used for reading, sleeping, relaxing, or any other recreational activity that does not require much space and equipment. This type of approach toward the use of travel time has a good chance of success because of the increasing public awareness of the benefits of relaxation. Careful study is required to find ways to promote these ideas among both solo drivers and car poolers. A major component in the perceived inconveniences of car pooling is the difficulty of establishing contact with potential pool mates. These difficulties could be overcome by assistance in taking the initiative to form car pools and organization of car poolers on a face-to-face basis at the place of work. Ride-sharing promotion could use information about the longevity of car pools and the satisfaction of car poolers with the punctuality (reliability) of their pool mates.
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22. A Study of Techniques to Increase Commuter-
Priority Lanes on Urban Radial Freeways:
An Economic-Simulation Model

Kenneth A. Small, Department of Economics and Transportation Program,
Princeton University

A simulation of the effects of opening a priority lane on a commuter-oriented freeway is carried out by combining a simple deterministic queuing model of traffic flow with a disaggregate model of modal choice. This permits iterative determination of a supply-demand equilibrium and a precise definition of the resulting benefits within the framework of cost-benefit analysis. By varying the assumptions parametrically, illustrative results for a wide variety of cases are obtained. The benefits are substantial for those cases where initial congestion is heavy. The combination of the rigorously derived objective function and the model of modal choice constitutes a proposed methodology for analyzing highway management policies that could be adapted for use in more detailed engineering studies of particular facilities. The results given here, although derived from a highly simplified model of traffic flow over a peak period, suggest the results that can be expected from such applications.

Our understanding of priority-lane operations and car-pooling behavior has grown rapidly in recent years because of the urgent need for public-policy guidelines. Sophisticated traffic-flow models (10, 13, 14) now permit detailed investigation of patterns of traffic flow under various circumstances. A flurry of activity among demand modelers has produced a number of disaggregate modal-choice models that predict the response of voluntary car-pooling to various incentives (Ben-Akiva and Atherton, in a paper in this Record).

Each of these sides of the analysis depends on the other: Traffic-flow models make predictions that are contingent on the volume and mix of traffic, and forecasts from demand models must take as given the costs and levels of service encountered by the users of each mode. The use of either procedure alone may be valid only within an unknown and possibly narrow range of conditions.

Therefore, the need is for an integrated model that determines levels of service and levels of demand simultaneously. Such a model consists conceptually of nothing more than that most basic tool of microeconomic analysis, the supply-demand equilibrium. The demand side is provided by the demand-forecasting model, which predicts the quantities of various types of highway services that individuals will choose, given their prices in terms of monetary cost and level of service. The traffic-flow model and the cost information determine the price that must be paid by users to obtain a certain volume of peak-hour highway services and thus constitute the supply side of the equilibrium.

This paper describes such a model and demonstrates its usefulness by analyzing the impact of a priority lane on an idealized radial freeway subject to peak-period congestion by commuters. The model and results are described more fully by Small (12).

A secondary purpose is to show that the incorporation of a disaggregate demand model facilitates a clear and theoretically rigorous definition of user benefits that is consistent with accepted principles of cost-benefit analysis and to calculate these benefits for the policies considered to form some generalizations about the desirability of priority lanes as public policy.

The model focuses on the supply of and demand for the services of a section of radial freeway during the morning and afternoon peak commuting periods. Congestion is explicitly modeled only on the freeway section itself. All characteristics of the access and distribution networks are assumed to remain constant and enter the model as determinants of demand for the freeway study section.

**SUPPLY MODEL**

The idealized highway section to be considered is a 10-km (6-mile) length of freeway with no entrance or exit ramps that is used only by commuters. All access to this line-haul section is at one end and all egress is at the other, with the direction reversing from morning to evening. The collection of commuters at the access end and their distribution at the egress end take place on a variety of roads that may include extensions of the study section. (Access and egress are described in a disaggregate manner in the next section of the paper; this section describes traffic flow and cost assumptions for the 10-km (6-mile) section itself.)

Traffic flow on this line-haul section is described by assuming a uniform speed of $S_n$ km/h (0.62S_n mph), except for the delay caused by deterministic queuing behind a single bottleneck of capacity $C$ vehicles/h. That is, if $t_i$ is the time of day at which traffic volume $[D(t')]$ entering the freeway first exceeds $C$, then travel time $T$ (in minutes) over the section for a vehicle entering at a later time $t$, providing the queue does not dissipate prior to $t_i$, is

$$T(t) = (600/S_n) + (60/C) \int_{t_i}^{t} [D(t') - C] dt$$

In terms of queuing theory, the integral gives the queue length in vehicles, and $(60/C)$ is the service time in minutes.

This model has been used by May and Keller (9) to analyze the San Francisco–Oakland Bay Bridge. To apply it to the typical radial freeway may seem a bit more tenuous, but it duplicates remarkably well the actual travel times observed during the afternoon rush hour on an 18-km (11-mile) section of I-80 on the eastern side of San Francisco Bay. This study used the results of an origin-destination study to compute net demands at 15-min intervals for a particular three-lane subsection that appears to be the chief bottleneck (1, pp. 8 and B-2).